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Abstract

Machine translation quality estimation (QE)
predicts human judgements of a translation hy-
pothesis without seeing the reference. State-
of-the-art QE systems based on pretrained lan-
guage models have been achieving remarkable
correlations with human judgements yet they
are computationally heavy and require human
annotations, which are slow and expensive to
create. To address these limitations, we define
the problem of metric estimation (ME) where
one predicts the automated metric scores also
without the reference. We show that even with-
out access to the reference, our model can es-
timate automated metrics (ρ=60% for BLEU,
ρ̄=51% for other metrics) at the sentence-level.
Because automated metrics correlate with hu-
man judgements, we can leverage the ME task
for pre-training a QE model. For the QE
task, we find that pre-training on TER is better
(ρ=23%) than training for scratch (ρ=20%).

github.com/zouharvi/mt-metric-estimation

1 Introduction

Quality estimation (QE) is often used in machine
translation (MT) production pipelines where we
need to make decisions based on the quality of an
MT output but where the reference is unavailable
(Specia et al., 2020, 2021). For example, QE is
used in translation companies to decide whether
to send a specific MT output for post-editing to
a human translator or whether to use it directly
(Tamchyna, 2021; Zouhar et al., 2021; Murgolo
et al., 2022). In this scenario, an accurate QE
system has the potential to save expensive trans-
lator effort. However, training QE models usu-
ally requires human-annotated judgements of the
translation quality (Specia et al., 2013; Rubino and
Sumita, 2020; Rei et al., 2020a). These human
annotations are scarce and costly, especially for
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Figure 1: Pipeline for pre-training on automated metrics
(top) and fine-tuning on limited quality estimation data
(bottom). Dotted lines are optional dependency.

low-resource language directions, and may need
to be replicated for new MT systems and domains
(de Souza et al., 2014)

We investigate if automated MT metrics can be
used to reduce the cost of learning QE models.
Automated metrics can be run with no additional
costs and can be used to generate large amounts of
QE data. If these metrics correlate well with human
judgements, this larger data can be used as a partial
substitute for human data during training. Data
augmentation and synthetic QE data via automated
metrics has already been explored (Heo et al., 2021;
Baek et al., 2020; Cui et al., 2021), though never
in the pre-training & fine-tuning fashion.

Our work is guided by a simple intuition. In-
tuitively, human judgements can be thought of
as functions depending on the target sequence
and (optionally) the source and reference(s):
fHUMAN([s], h, [r]). The task of QE is to model
fHUMAN based only on the source s and hy-
pothesis h. Because the function arguments of
fHUMAN([s], h, [r]) resemble those of automated
metrics for MT: fMETRIC([s], h, r), we can use the
automated metrics to guide learning of the human
quality judgements which are hard to obtain and
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replicate. Generating automated metric scores is
limited only by the amount of parallel data which
is more abundant. Because fMETRIC correlates with
human judgement fHUMAN (Ma et al., 2019; Mathur
et al., 2020), we can start by estimating fMETRIC and
only later fine-tune to fHUMAN. We refer to estimat-
ing fMETRIC(s, h, r) as metric estimation (ME) as
a parallel task to quality estimation (QE).

We illustrate our idea of pre-training on the au-
tomatic metrics and fine-tuning on human asses-
ments in Figure 1. Our model uses a BiLSTM
with the source and hypothesis as the input (with
several more features like the decoder confidence
and hypothesis variance) to output a single number
(metric or quality score).

Experimentally, we find the idea of mitigat-
ing data limitation for QE with ME pretraining
challenging. Thus, we structure our investigation
around a set of research questions. First, we try
to establish that it is possible to robustly predict
automated metrics and explore the associated data
requirements. Then, concerned with the applica-
tion and deployment of the ME model, we also
check how transferrable the model is between dif-
ferent MT systems. We break the research down
into the following questions.

RQ1: Can automated reference-based MT met-
rics be reliably predicted without the reference?
RQ2: What is the effect of data size on predict-
ing automated reference-based MT metrics?
RQ3: How detrimental is the transfer between
different MT systems for metric estimation mod-
els?
RQ4: Can metric estimation be used as a pre-
training step for quality estimation?

We answer the research questions with experi-
ments on the English → German language direc-
tion and replicate the main findings on 12 language
pairs in total in Appendix C. We confirm that BLEU
is predictable with ρ = 60.4% sentence-level Pear-
son’s correlation and other metrics with ρ̄ = 51.3%
(RQ1, Section 4.2). Authentic parallel data is
needed for ME models but this can be alleviated
by using more hypothesis from beam search (RQ2,
Section 4.3). It is possible to train the ME system
on one MT system and then use it on a different
MT system with only a slight loss in performance
(RQ3, Section 4.4). We find that pre-training on
Translation Edit Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006)
leads to better results than training on the QE data
directly, though this approach does not outperform
the state-of-the-art in QE (RQ4, Section 4.5).

Source text Hypothesis MT Reference

Automated metric score

Regressor

          BiLSTM

Hidden states MT features

Figure 2: Metric/quality estimation model architecture.

2 Our Metric Estimation Model

Notation. Given a source sentence s and its trans-
lation, h which is an output of a MT system
(h = MT(s)), we build a regressive ME model
which outputs a numeric score that is close to the
output of an automated metric that is further depen-
dent on the reference: fMETRIC(s, h, r). We distin-
guish two cases based on our level of access to the
MT system: blackbox setting (where we assume
access only to the MT system output) and glassbox
setting (where we have access to entire MT model).
In the later case, we may leverage features from
the MT model to improve the ME capabilities.

Model. Our main model for ME/QE, shown in
Figure 2, starts with Byte-Pair-Encoding (Gage,
1994; Sennrich et al., 2016) the source s and hy-
pothesis h. It is followed by BiLSTM on top of
concatenated source and hypothesis with a sepa-
rator (s[SEP]t). The last hidden state (denoted
as BiLSTM−1) is extracted and fused together via
concatenation with the internal MT system and
other features (see the following list). This is then
used in a simple feed-forward layer (FFNN) to out-
put a single number:

source s, hypothesis h := MT(s)

Φ = BiLSTM−1(BPE(s[SEP]h))

Ψ = Features(MTconf.(s, h), s, h)

MEall(s, h) = FFNN[Φ,Ψ]

MEtext(s, h) = FFNN[Φ]

The first ME model is glassbox and the second is
blackbox. In the first case, we utilize hand-crafted
features and also those from the MT system (func-
tion features). Both of these models are optimized
with mean-squared error against a particular met-
ric. That is, we train separate models for each
target metric (COMET, ChrF, BLEURT, BLEU,
METEOR, TER) or human judgements.

L =
1

n

∑
(ME(si, hi)− fMETRIC(si, hi, ri))

2
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The additional features Ψ are:

• Decoder confidence (prob and logprob).
• Source and target lengths and their relation.

This is included as the distribution of errors
may be different for various sentence lengths.

• Average distance and variance between hy-
potheses as measured by an automatic metric.

Decoder confidence. Low probability MT out-
puts have overall lower quality (Specia et al., 2018;
Yankovskaya et al., 2018; Fomicheva et al., 2020).
The decoder confidence is the hypothesis probabil-
ity as defined by the model

∏
i p(ti|t<i, s) which

is in practice usually computed in the logspace∑
i log p(ti|t<i, s).1

Hypotheses variance. Intuitively, there are many
ways to generate a wrong translation but only a
few correct ones (Xu et al., 2011). Similar to
Fomicheva et al. (2020), we hypothesise that larger
variance between the hypotheses correlates nega-
tively with quality. We therefore use the distances
between hypotheses as features for our system.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 7 and formalized
with the following, we use the mean distance and
also the variance between distances as features. We
first consider distances from the current hypothesis
to be estimated (H1) to all other hypotheses, and
then all hypothesis pairs.

Avg or Var({BLEU(h1, hj)|hj ∈ H})
Avg or Var({BLEU(hi, hj)|hi, hj ∈ H, i ̸= j})

Baselines. We use multiple baselines for com-
parison in the ME task. Apart from the individual
features, they are all optimized to minimize the
MSE loss with a specific target metric.

• Linear regression on TF-IDF features (with
limited max features, see Appendix B):
Lin.Reg.

[
TF-IDF(s, h)

]

• Linear regression on all text & MT features:
Lin.Reg.[Ψ]

• Fine-tuned mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
with identical regression head architecture
on top of last layer [CLS] hidden state2:
FFNN

[
mBERT(s[SEP]h)

]

We also use an off-the-shelf QE model used in
WMT21 QE task wmt21-comet-qe-mqm (Rei

1The justification for using both conft and exp(conft) is
that the non-linear transformation improves correlation.

2See Appendices A and B for details.

et al., 2020b).3 We do not fine-tune the model to
the available data, but since we use correlation as
an evaluation metric, the mean is subtracted and
the output rescaled to unit variance, same as human
judgements.

Automated metrics. For ME we use the follow-
ing MT metrics. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
ChrF (Popović, 2015), TER (Snover et al., 2006)
and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) work
with lexical or character-level units, commonly in
word or character n-grams. COMET (Rei et al.,
2020a) uses pre-trained encoders to evaluate the
hypothesis at a deeper level. BLEURT (Sellam
et al., 2020) is another learned metric for text gen-
eration which uses pseudo-label. While automated
metrics usually yield only sentence-level scores,
QE is done for multiple levels: word, phrase and
sentence. However, because of the automatic met-
ric restrictions, we also focus on sentence-level QE
in this work.

3 Experiment Setup

Pipeline & data. We start by translating 500k
English→German sentences of the WMT14 dataset
(Bojar et al., 2014) and computing the automated
metrics of these translations.4 We use a pre-trained
WMT19 model by Ng et al. (2019).

For human scores, we use the train data
of WMT21 Sentence-Level Quality Estimation
Shared Task (Specia et al., 2021) which contains
14k human-direct-assessment annotated segments
(5k unique). For the human score prediction, we
do not have access to the features in the hypothesis
space (because the hypotheses were not generated
by the MT system to which we have access) and
use forced decoding of the pre-trained model to
get a confidence estimate. Note that since the data
comes from a different MT system, there is a distri-
bution mismatch which may negatively influence
the results. We address this in Section 4.4.

We refer to the two datasets as ME and QE, re-
spectively and show the distribution of automated
metric scores and human judgements in Figure 6.
We perform ME on both but QE only on the latter
because of the human annotations availability.

3This model was better than wmt21-comet-qe-da.
Note the difference between the automated metric COMET
and the QE system COMET-QE.

4We are not limited by the relatively small size of this
dataset because we are considering only its subset and study
the effect of available data size in Section 4.3.
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Figure 3: Feature correlations on 500k English → German sentences with reference-based metrics and human
judgement. Colour is based on absolute values to show contained relevant information. Cells with negative
correlations are marked with “-”.
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Figure 4: Correlations with metrics and human judge-
ment of baseline and main metric estimation (ME) mod-
els. Each bar is a separate model trained to predict a
particular metric or human judgement. Individual fea-
tures are shown in Figure 3.

Evaluation. We evaluate ME model performance
with Pearson’s coefficient with the target metric
on a dev set of 10k sentences from WMT14 on
the segment-level. Note that we care about the
magnitude (absolute value) of the correlation and
not whether it is positive or negative. For example,
TER is expected to correlate negatively with human
ranking because higher TER means more errors
while higher human scores mean higher translation
quality. Correlations with human judgement are
evaluated on 1k WMT21 Sentence-Level QE data.
Specifically, we estimate human z-scores which
were computed per-annotator.5

4 Results

This section first studies single-feature baselines
(Section 4.1) and then the possibility of robust ME
model (Section 4.2) and data size requirements
(Section 4.3). The model is then checked on a

5Z-score of a variable has zero mean and unit variance.
They are possibly unbounded but on the other hand, slightly
alleviate the effect of individual annotator differences.

different MT system output to see transferability
between systems and architectures (Section 4.4).
Fine-tuning and evaluation on human data (QE) is
done in Section 4.5. A natural follow-up experi-
ment on using joint prediction to improve the ME
model is documented in Section 4.6.

4.1 Feature analysis

We show the correlations between individual fea-
tures and metrics in Figure 3. An immediate ob-
servation is that confidence-based features corre-
late much more with automatic metrics than the
other features. Some metrics (BLEU and COMET)
and especially human z-scores are highly corre-
lated with the source and target lengths. As a
negative result, very few of the hypothesis space
metrics correlate highly, with an exception of
ρ(BLEU,Var(BLEU(H))). We still use all fea-
tures later on because (1) despite low individual
correlations, they may still be useful in combina-
tion or for the full model, whose input is the text,
and (2) we did not encounter any overfitting issues.

BLEU BLEURT ChrF METEOR COMET TER

11.1% 16.5% 12.3% -12.0% 11.5% 34.6%

Table 1: Pearson correlations between human judge-
ment (human z-scores) and automated metrics.

We show the correlations between the automated
metrics and humans in Table 1. For most of them,
the correlations are very low. Outliers with the high-
est correlation are BLEURT and COMET, which
are known to be strong-performant metrics (Kocmi
et al., 2021). One of the reasons is that they were
specifically trained to correlate well with humans.
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4.2 Metric estimation performance
We show the baselines with comparison to the main
models trained only on the target data (either WMT
News or WMT QE) in Figure 4. Every bar is a
separate model trained to predict a specific metric
and the bar magnitude shows its correlation. The
systems are described formally in Section 2. No-
tably, ME text has access to only the source and
hypothesis texts while ME all in addition fuses in
extra hand-crafted features.

A simple linear regression based on features
from Figure 3 is able to achieve > 40% corre-
lations with automated metrics and ∼13% correla-
tion with human judgement. These features seem
important as demonstrated by the comparatively
lower correlations of a TF-IDF featurizer. This is
also documented by the difference between ME
all and ME text. The former model consistently
outperforms ME text, possibly because it has ac-
cess to all the extra features while the latter model
only works with the source and target texts. The
pre-training of the mBERT model on language mod-
elling helps only marginally, given that it performs
only slightly better than ME text. The COMET-QE
model almost does not correlate with automated
metrics at all apart from its related reference-based
metric COMET. Of all models, it also correlates
the most with human judgement.

RQ1: Best-performing metric estimation models
(mBERT, ME all, ME text) achieve sound cor-
relations with automated metrics (60.4% with
BLEU, ∼ 51.3% for others).

We can interpret this correlation with respect
to the individual features performances (max ρ =
46%) which shows that the model was able to learn
more predictive patterns. On the selected datasets,
the ME task is easier than the QE task where our
moidels have a consistently lower performance.

4.3 Data requirements for ME
We are interested in how much data we need to
train the ME models. This is a practical question
that helps us understand the behaviour and require-
ments of the models.

Naturally, models utilizing just a handful of con-
tinuous non-trainable features require much less
data than models whose inputs are the raw texts.
This is demonstrated in Figure 5 where the lin-
ear regression gains very little even if 500× more
data is used. For the main ME model, a larger
amount of data is required (line H1). So far we
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Figure 5: Model dependency on training data size. H2
and H5 expand the data by top-2 and top-5 decoder
hypotheses, respectively. Note the non-linear x-axis.

have been considering only the highest-scored hy-
pothesis (in terms of decoder score) among 5 gen-
erated by beam search: (s, h1). In a low-resource
scenario, it may be beneficial to create more pairs
from the hypotheses provided by the beam-search
decoder: {(s, hi)|hi ∈ H}. Through this hypothe-
sis expansion, we may obtain more parallel data in
data-restricted settings. Again we show the results
in Figure 5 with a substantial gain of the model
trained on expanded data (H2) over just the top
hypothesis (H1). This effect is quickly diminishing
with larger data (≥ 10k) but for lower data remains
a useful tool.

RQ2: The metric estimation model requires
∼500k parallel sentences and the associated
metric scores before the performance starts to
plateau. For very low-resource scenarios, it is
possible to reduce the ME model data require-
ments by utilizing multiple hypotheses for a sin-
gle source sentence.

ME All ME Text
Model Transfer Auth. Transfer Auth.

Original 60.4% 56.1%
W16Conv. 54.2% 57.3% 48.4% 51.0%
W16Trans. 54.2% 57.1% 47.9% 50.7%
W17Conv. 58.7% 60.8% 55.1% 55.7%
T5 19.8% 72.9% 43.8% 70.9%

Table 2: BLEU estimation correlation for texts trans-
lated by different models than WMT19 Transformer
(original).

4.4 Generalization of ME across MT systems

In this section, we examine whether our ME model
overfits on the specific errors the used MT system
is doing or whether it generalizes and is applicable
to also other MT systems. This is important in
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deployment so that the possible ME/QE model is
not dependent on a specific MT system.

We translate the same data using the following
English → German models and store the decoder
features: T5-small (Raffel et al., 2020), WMT16
Convolutional (Wu et al., 2019), WMT16 Trans-
former (Ott et al., 2018), WMT17 Convolutional
(Gehring et al., 2017). We then run the ME model
trained on the outputs of the original WMT19 sys-
tem to predict metric scores for the outputs of these
models. We show the results in Table 2, for both
text-only and feature-enriched models. The evalua-
tion of translations by different MT systems shows
a varying decrease in correlation with the auto-
mated metrics. For most systems, the drop was
∼2–3%, which means that the metric estimator
generalizes well across MT systems. However, an
exception is using a completely different model,
the prompted T5 LM, for which the transfer mostly
failed. When training metric estimators on the T5
translated data, they achieved ∼71% correlation
but when models trained on outputs of a different
MT system were used, the correlation dropped to
19.8% and 43.8% for ME All and ME Text, respec-
tively. One of the reasons may be vastly different
extra features, as documented by the noticeably
higher correlation for the ME Text model.

RQ3: It is possible to train a metric estimation
model on sentences produced by MT1 and use it
to estimate metric scores of MT2 with a drop in
correlation of ∼ 3%.

4.5 From ME to QE

This section verifies empirically whether pre-
training on ME helps on the QE task. For this, we
use models trained on estimating automatic met-
rics and either: correlate their outputs with human
judgements (zero-shot), or fine-tune them to pre-
dict the human judgements directly (fine-tuning).
The fine-tuning was done with the same setup as in
Appendix B with all model parameters updated.

The results in Table 3 show that fine-tuning def-
initely improved the performance over zero-shot.
However, only TER was able to outperform train-
ing on z-scores from scratch. This can be attributed
to it being the only metric with reasonable absolute
correlation in the zero-shot. Notably, COMET was
better than the rest of the automated metrics with
the worst being BLEU. Despite the fine-tuning, we
were not able to construct a QE system that would
outperform the standard baseline of COMET-QE
(ρ = 29.2%).

Pre-train metric Zero-shot Fine-tuning

BLEU -3.2% -0.9%
BLEURT 05.9% -5.2%
ChrF -6.9% 06.5%
METEOR -4.2% 06.0%
COMET 01.1% 10.4%
TER -12.5% 22.8% ⋆

human 19.8%

Table 3: Correlations with human judgement (z-scores)
from models (with extra features fusion) which were
pre-trained on metric estimation. Only the magnitude
(absolute value) of the correlation is important.

RQ4: Pre-training on TER (large data) and fine-
tuning on human scores (small data) is better
than training only on human scores (small data).

Further experiments with limited target-domain
data (Figure 8) show that the proposed pre-training
& fine-tuning regime does not perform well even
with less fine-tuning data. The same figure also
shows fine-tuning sensitivity to the selected data.
Variance is caused by both the optimization process
and data subsampling. Even though we include
confidence intervals, in deployment one would
start multiple runs and use the best-performing one.
A striking observation is that very little human-
annotated data is needed for training. Further re-
search should more closely examine the relation-
ship between model capacity, data requirements
and QE performance.

ME QE
Metric Single Multi Single Multi

BLEU 60.4% 47.0% 15.5% 23.9%
BLEURT 59.7% 05.7% 26.7% 05.7%
ChrF 58.5% 42.6% 23.7% 24.0%
METEOR 51.6% 36.5% 22.6% 24.5%
COMET 44.4% 23.1% 13.1% 21.0%
TER 37.4% 36.8% 07.6% 18.7%
human - - 19.8% 05.5%

Table 4: Pearson correlations between system outputs
and automated metrics or human z-scores for either
multiple single-metric models (Single) or a single multi-
target model (Multi).

4.6 Joint prediction of multiple metrics
In this section, we investigate using all the auto-
mated metrics at the same time in a single model
instead of multiple individual models.
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For both the WMT News and QE datasets (indi-
vidually), all the metric scores for a single seg-
ment can be predicted at the same time. In-
stead of training 6+7 individual models to pre-
dict each metric, we train two models (for ME
and QE data) that predict all available metrics at
once (similar to BLEURT pre-training phase) us-
ing different regression heads. The only differ-
ence in the architecture from Appendix B is that
the last linear layer has 6 or 7 output neurons in-
stead of one. The loss for model f is then defined
as

∑
m∈metrics MSE(fm(s, t),m(s, t, r)). Having

multiple targets in a single training can provide
more signal and better representation (Aho et al.,
2012; Korneva and Blockeel, 2020). The results
shown in Table 4 demonstrate that for the smaller
dataset (QE), joint learning mostly helps in met-
ric prediction but not in human z-score prediction.
This may be because of a loss imbalance of 6 target
outputs optimizing on automated metrics and only
1 target output optimizing on human z-scores.

5 Complexity & Fluency Estimation

Currently, our model was dependent on mostly the
source and the hypothesis. If it had access to only
the hypothesis, it could still consider its fluency and
other factors in estimating the metric. Likewise,
having access to only the source would correspond
to sentence difficulty/complexity estimation. Sim-
ilarly to Wan et al. (2022), we explored both of
these modes and found very high sentence-level
correlations.

ρ({(fME(h), fBLEU(h, r))}) = 55.5%

ρ({(fME(s), fBLEU(h, r))}) = 55.3%

h, s, r ∈ D

These high correlations, which are close to the
full text-only model’s performance (ρ = 56.5%)
show that our model is not able to utilize the re-
lationship between the source and the hypothesis
and that a more elaborate models should be consid-
ered. These results are in line with general findings
of Behnke et al. (2022). The models’ inadequacy
is also shown by the imperfect performance when
given access to the hypothesis and the reference,
just as the metric has:

ρ({(fME(s, h, r), fBLEU(h, r))}) = 60.7%

ρ({(fME(h, r), fBLEU(h, r))}) = 61.5%

h, s, r ∈ D

However, the focus solely on the hypothesis or
just the source itself has been confirmed for also
other QE systems (Sun et al., 2020) and our model
is not an outlier.

6 Related Work

This section discusses how our proposed ME task
fits in the field of QE.

Confidence estimation. The task of ME has a
connection to an older task of confidence estima-
tion (Blatz et al., 2004), which predates QE (Specia
et al., 2013). In confidence estimation, the goal is
to predict the probability of the output being cor-
rect. Blatz et al. (2004) define correctness as a
binary class which is based on two thresholded MT
metrics: word error rate and NIST (Doddington,
2002). This is in contrast to the ME task which
is a regression task (predicting e.g. 0.7 instead of
GOOD and segment-level).

More recent works use the term confidence esti-
mation more freely to mean essentially the QE task
with full training data and model access (Chelba
et al., 2020). Because this term is used also in
other contexts, such as in calibration (Wan et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2020), we define the task metric
estimation to avoid ambiguity.

Feature-based QE models. Specia et al. (2010,
2013) pioneered the work of mainstream MT QE.
The QuEst model uses support vector regression on
top of features such as source & target lengths, the
number of translations in a phrase table or target
sentence language model probability. Further re-
search has been devoted to devising good features
for MT QE models, such as grammatical ones (Fe-
lice and Specia, 2012), ones based on the decoder
(Avramidis, 2012; Fomicheva et al., 2020) or based
on the model embeddings spaces (Shah et al., 2016;
Chen et al., 2017).

Deeper QE models. QUETCH (Kreutzer et al.,
2015), NuQE (Martins et al., 2016), DeepQuest
(Ive et al., 2018) and others (Kim and Lee, 2016;
Li et al., 2018) regress directly from the source and
hypothesis texts into a score. Notably some sys-
tems approach sentence-level QE by aggregating
or otherwise utilizing previously-estimated word-
level QE predictions (Kepler et al., 2019).

Pre-training QE models. Closest to our work
is computing TER between the hypothesis and its
post-edited version (Heo et al., 2021). QE is then
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trained jointly on the artificial and authentic QE
data. Other models are first trained on artificial (pre-
training) and then authentic data (Baek et al., 2020;
Cui et al., 2021; Yankovskaya and Fishel, 2021).
The pre-training task does not have to be tied to QE.
Large pre-trained language models have also been
used for QE (Hu et al., 2020; Moura et al., 2020;
Nakamachi et al., 2020; Eo et al., 2021). In contrast,
our pre-training aims not only to acquire better sen-
tence representations in general but specifically to
acquire better sentence representations for transla-
tion quality score estimation.

QE models outside of MT The idea to estimate
the quality of a prediction given only itself and the
input has also been applied to other NLP tasks. RU-
BER (Tao et al., 2018) uses an RNN-based model
to compute a score for a context-response pair in
a dialog that is combined with a reference-based
score to obtain the final metric. BERT-RUBER
extends this by using pre-trained representations
and GRADE uses the unreferenced scorer in com-
bination with a module that constructs a conversa-
tional graph using ConceptNet concepts and rea-
sons over it (Huang et al., 2020). Recently different
works evaluate responses based on specific quality
attributes, for example, groundedness (Honovich
et al., 2021), or combine them into one quality
score (Pang et al., 2020). For open-ended tasks,
reference-free metrics, similar to QE, are more de-
sirable because they make fewer assumptions about
how the hypothesis should look like. Compared to
those tasks, the admissible hypothesis space in MT
for a given source sentence is more constrained.

7 Discussion

The experiments have shown that the outputs of
automated metrics can be predicted even without
access to the reference. Pre-training only on TER
and not any other automated metric outperformed
training from scratch, which highlights the impor-
tance of exploring multiple metrics instead of just
one or two of the most popular ones. Pre-training
on TER helped because of the large absolute zero-
shot correlation. We are, however, unable to pro-
vide an explanation for this zero-shot correlation in
the first place.

Our ME approach can also be potentially used
for improving models, even outside of the MT
field, by providing additional signals through self-
supervision. For example, the ME model could
be used instead of the decoder probabilities for

reranking when decoding with beam-search in gen-
erative models. This approach would be similar to
using QE in decoding by Fernandes et al. (2022)
but would not require a separate scorer model.

BLEU BLEURT ChrF TER METEOR COMET z-score
1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

ME true
QE true

ME pred.
QE pred.

Figure 6: Distribution of metric and human judgement
values in the used ME and QE datasets together with
their predictions. Long tails clipped between -1 and 1.5
for higher resolution.

7.1 Error analysis
In this section, we examine three model predictions
and comment on their comparison with the target
scores. At the first glance, the model predictions
are generally more conservative (lower variance
and concentration around the average), as shown in
Figure 6. This is however not an issue when evalu-
ating with Pearson’s correlation coefficient as the
distributions are rescaled. While the error analysis
serves as a good check for the model outputs, we
are unable to clearly define specific failure modes
of the model, which does not achieve 100% metric
correlation.

Example 1 BLEU 0.08,ME 0.07

Source: Police try new, less-lethal tools as protests con-
tinue.
Reference: Während die Proteste weitergehen, testet die
Polizei weniger tödliche Geräte
Reference (lit.): While the protest continue, the police is
testing less-lethal devices.
Hypothesis: Die Polizei probiert neue, weniger tödliche
Werkzeuge aus, während die Proteste anhalten.
Hypothesis (lit.): The police is testing new, less-lethal
tools, as the protest persist.

We first examine cases in which we compare
our model’s prediction with the true metric value.6

Example 1 is an almost exact match in BLEU and
model prediction. Although the hypothesis is rea-
sonable, it is too literal of a translation. This is
a failure for the automated metric but a success
for our model because it predicted the metric accu-
rately.

6We report true BLEU scores and not percentages (i.e.
scale is 0-1, not 0-100).
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Example 2 BLEU 0.67,ME − 0.51

Source: It didn’t work.
Reference: Das hat nicht funktioniert.
Reference (lit.): That did not function.
Hypothesis: IT hat nicht funktioniert.
Hypothesis (lit.): THAT/IT did not function.

In some error cases, the model prediction was
a better quality estimate than the metric it was
trained to estimate. In Example 2, the word it
is mistaken for a named entity which distorts the
sentence meaning: it - pronoun, IT - abbreviation
Information Technology (can also mean the tech
support department).

Example 3 Human − 4.72,QE − 0.42

Source: There’s mask-shaming and then there’s full on
assault.
Reference: Masken-Shaming ist eine Sache, Körperverlet-
zung eine andere.
Reference (lit.): Mask-shaming is one thing, body assault
is a different one.
Hypothesis: Es gibt Masken-Beschämen und dann gibt es
voll auf Angriff.
Hypothesis (lit.): There is mask-humiliation and then
there is full-on assault.

In certain cases, the model output is very far
from human judgement. In Example 3, the hypoth-
esis contains a phrase voll auf Angriffe which seems
like a good translation but only at the first sight and
is, in fact, incorrect (word-wise translation full -
voll, on - auf, assault - Angriff ). This may be a
reason for the low score by the human annotator
and it was not captured at all by our model.

7.2 Negative results

We also attempted to leverage mBERT representa-
tions in the main LSTM-based model via concate-
nation fusion with the last hidden state, identical to
the approach of Zouhar et al. (2022) for language
modelling. However, the results (ρ = 60.0% for
BLEU) were on par with the main LSTM-based
model alone (ρ = 60.4% for BLEU).

We experimented with the expressivity of the
used model architecture in Section 5 by granting
the model access to the source, the reference and
the hypothesis. This should provide sufficient in-
formation to be able to learn the specific metrics,
however, the model was unable to fit it perfectly.
Approaches in future work should therefore use
models with larger capacities and explore specific
mechanics that could be useful for predicting auto-
mated metrics relying on n-gram overlaps.

6Training one full model takes ∼3 hours on 500k sentences
on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti. Machine translation of
the same data takes 120 GPU hours on the same model.

8 Conclusion

We proposed the task of metric estimation for ma-
chine translation, as a parallel to quality estimation
and attempted to solve it with a baseline BiLSTM
model. We show that it is possible to predict the
output of a metric without even seeing the reference
(ρ = 60.4% for BLEU and ρ̄ = 51.3% for other met-
rics). The main advantage of this task compared
to QE is that the data for training ME models to
predict a particular metric can be generated from
any parallel corpus on which the metric can be run.
While pre-training on TER outperformed training
from scratch, it did not perform better than the
commonly used baseline, COMET-QE.

Future work. Despite the negative results, fea-
tures in the hypothesis space should be more ex-
plored for tasks beyond ME/QE, such as calibra-
tion of self-reported confidence in generative mod-
els. Metric and quality estimation could also be
a part of the MT system itself (e.g. as a separate
head) which would alleviate the need for an exter-
nal ME/QE model. The ME models should also
be evaluated for cross-domain performance, simi-
larly to our cross-system evaluation as motivated
by needs of production settings. Non-perfect cor-
relation with the metrics when presented with the
same input shows the imporants of exploring more
complex architectures or optimization approaches.

Limitations

Although our model outperformed the simple base-
lines in ME and QE, it provides less explainability
because a specific QE output can not be linked eas-
ily to input features. The model also required much
longer training6 while the baselines just need a sim-
ple featurizer, MT intrinsic features and can run the
linear regression fitting on a CPU. Nevertheless, the
largest computational bottleneck in this research
has been running the MT system inference6 rather
than training the individual models.

Concerns have long been raised about using
segment-level metrics/evaluations because of the
large variance (Lavie, 2010). However, we find that
for automated metrics, our models are still able to
deal with this variance.

Ethics statement

Detailed error analysis should always be performed
before deploying a quality estimation system in
machine translation production pipelines.
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Figure 7: Four features based on properties of the gen-
erated hypothesis space: mean and variance of either
H1 (top hypothesis) or all pairs. The used metric (any
hyp-ref-based) considers one of the hypotheses in a pair
as the reference.
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Figure 8: Finetuning on limited target-domain QE data.
Note the non-linear x-axis. Each point is an average of
5 runs. Error bars show a 95% confidence interval of
the mean. Error bars shown only for BLEU and human
for clarity.

A Reproducibility

We compute metric scores using SacreBLEU (Post,
2018) with the following signatures:

• All: nrefs:1 | version:2.2.0

• BLEU: case:mixed | eff:yes |
tok:13a | smooth:exp

• ChrF: case:mixed | eff:yes |
nc:6 | nw:0 | space:no

• TER: case:lc | tok:tercom |
norm:no | punct:yes | asian:no

For baseline experiments, multilingual
version of BERT was used: bert-base-
multilingual-cased. Translations using
T5-small are done with the prefix “translate
English to German:”. For other translation
models, we used the following models available
on torch.hub under the pytorch/fairseq
namespace (Ott et al., 2019):

• dynamicconv.glu.wmt16.en-de
• conv.wmt17.en-de
• transformer.wmt16.en-de
• transformer.wmt18.en-de

B Model details

The metric/quality estimation model specifics are
shown in Table 5. Additionally, we concatenate
all forward and backward hidden states from both
LSTM layers. A non-standard choice was to use
sigmoid as the final activation function which
worked better than just the linear output.7 However,
we also rescaled and centered it in case of BLEU,
ChrF and METEOR so that scores of 0 and 100
are attainable. We eventually did not use this in
the main experiments so that a single model setup
could be used for all metrics. All models are trained
with early stopping of 10 epochs. The optimiza-
tion loss is mean squared error. Our used model is
fairly small in comparison to other models, such as
those utilizing the Transformer architecture. This
was an intentional choice with respect to the small
amount of data used. The hyperparameters were
chosen manually by best practices with respect to
final metric correlation (5 trials).

Optimizer Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)

Learning rate 10−6

Batch size 10 (0-padded to longest)

Vocab size (BPE) 8192
Vocab embedding 512
LSTM Hidden state 128

2 bidirectional layers
LSTM dropout 20% inter-layer

75% final hidden state
Fusion Concatenate (512 + 6)
Linear 518 → 100
Activation ReLU
Linear 100 → 1 (6/7 for multi)

Table 5: Metric/quality estimation model details.

The TF-IDF featurizer in the linear regression
TF-IDF baseline uses variable maximum number
of features and the best-performing one is chosen.
The search is logarithmical from 24 to 214.

7This is dissimilar to the baseline model where linear re-
gression worked better than logistic regression even in the
case of metrics with bounded output range.
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C Results for other language pairs

The paper used figures and examples from the
English→German language direction. To replicate
the findings, we translate 500k sentences for the fol-
lowing language directions, models and datasets:8

• German ↔ English (WMT14)
transformer.wmt19.{de-en,en-de}

• German ↔ Polish (opus_paracrawl)
Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-{de-pl,pl-de}

• Chinese ↔ English (CCMatrix)
Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-{zh-en,en-zh}

• Czech ↔ English (WMT14)
Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-{cs-en,en-cs}

• Russian ↔ English (WMT14)
transformer.wmt19.{en-ru,ru-en}

• French ↔ English (WMT14)
Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-{fr-en,en-fr}

• Hindi → English (CCMatrix)
Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-{hi-en,en-hi}

The results for metric estimation for all metrics
and language directions are shown in Figure 9. In
comparison to the other languages, the chosen lan-
guage pair in the paper (En → De) is more conser-
vative than the other language pairs, which achieve
higher correlations across most metrics. Most of
them achieve > 50% correlation, though specifi-
cally COMET appears to be more predictable for
other language pairs. These results confirm the
main results of predictability of the metric without
having access to the reference.

D Confidence Estimation for Metric
Estimation

Quantifying the confidence of the prediction can
be crucial in downstream applications. For exam-
ple, if a quality estimator has low confidence or is
predicted to not be accurate, the decision regarding
the quality of translation should be delegated to
humans. We attempt to do this by training an auxil-
iary model to predict the confidence of the output
score. We do this by training a logistic regression
classifier which takes as input the final layer (λ) of
our metric estimator and is trained to predict the

8WMT14 (Bojar et al., 2014), Opus Paracrawl (Tiedemann,
2012; Bañón et al., 2020), CCMatrix (Schwenk et al., 2021;
Fan et al., 2021).
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Figure 9: Correlations with metrics and human judge-
ment of main metric estimation (ME) models on other
languages. Each bar is a separate model trained to pre-
dict a particular metric or human judgement.

binary label: if the predicted metric fBLEU(s, h, r)
is close to the true metric ME(s, h).

P(|ME − fBLEU| ∈ [0,ME(s, h)× 10%])

= σ(W T · λ+ b)

We, unfortunately, find that the classifier suffers
from a very low accuracy 63.4% against a most
common class (negative) baseline of 51.6%. It
therefore cannot be meaningfully used to ascertain
when our regressor is correct and when it is not.
Glushkova et al. (2021) propose a more complex
solution and exploit uncertainty methods for MT
metric and quality estimation systems.
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